
Python 5000 vs. Pro-Patch



Problem: Not breaking up and clearing out 
the old asphalt. Not preparing/compacting 
the repair area.

Pro-Patch Solution: We break up 
3”-4”of asphalt, clear out all old 
asphalt and compact the soil to 
prepare for a permanent repair.

Python blowing air into pothole

Breaking up a square area

Clearing out all old asphalt

Blowing out and 
compacting the area

Pro-Patch

Python applies asphalt directly on the hole without 
removing debris nor compacting the underground.



Problem: Conveyer belt seems inaccessible 
and clogs up, thus machine requires lots of 
maintenance.

Pro-Patch Solution: We use a steel conveyor screw 
with all areas being easily accessible.

long conveyer belt inside tunnel 
goes all the way back to the hopper

Short tunnel, open discharge



Problem: Not drying the pothole before 
applying the asphalt mix or patching 
potholes during rain.

Pro-Patch Solution: Repairs on 
compacted, dry underground is the 

foundation of a permanent repair.

After the rain we dry the area…

Pro-Patch

…using the hand torch

Claim: “Works in pouring rain”

Applying asphalt on wet underground always creates 
bad repairs. Special mix for wet conditions is extremely 
expensive and provides mediocre repairs.



Problem: Hindered visibility of the repair 
area by staying in the cab.

Pro-Patch Solution: Our 1-2 person 
team will get out of the truck to 

see the damage on the road and 
do a professional repair.

Standing right at the 
pothole and …

Pro-Patch

…using professional 
tools for a perfect 

repair

The tool carrier hinders 
visibility

Claim: Operator stays in the cab for a safer and more 
comfortable working environment.



Problem: Working in cold weather conditions. 
Engine exhausts are insufficient to heat the 
asphalt. 

Pro-Patch Solution: Our patented 
LPGas or Diesel powered burner 

system brings any asphalt to 
desired temperature in minutes.

LPGas or Diesel burners heat 
up the asphalt to 300° or 

more … 

Pro-Patch

…even during the 
harshest winter

Engine exhaust might heat to max. 
270° at highway speeds. With 
truck engine in idle the asphalt will 
cool down.

Claim: The unit works in sub-zero temperatures (-40°F).
The engine exhaust will keep the asphalt warm.



Problem: Left over Asphalt hardens inside the 
hopper at night. Any remaining asphalt in the 
hopper is therefore discarded and wasted.

Pro-Patch Solution:
A 220v electrical heater 

maintains the asphalt 
warm and flexible. 
No material waste. 

Pro-Patch

…plugs in to 220V overnight to

When the Python is parked overnight with the 
engine off, any asphalt left inside the hopper 
will harden and  clog up the system.

Claim: The Python 5000 can accept five tons of either cold- or hot-
mix asphalt which is ingeniously warmed using engine exhaust

Pro-Patch: We keep asphalt warm 
over night and continue working the 
next day as usual.



Multiple repairs of the same area, 
applying asphalt on top of the problem 
area – the Python method

One clean cut permanent 
repair with HDI Pro-Patch

Python claims to repair a 
pothole in only 2 minutes. 
Look at the results above.

A repair with Pro-Patch will 
take 8-12 minutes and look 
at the results on the left.



What Engineers are saying…
“The Jet Patcher and Python 5000 machines your customer is speaking about include 
a 300-gallon oil tank which mixes in 2 compartments aggregate and sand. This 
mixture system requires HIGH maintenance which is not acceptable here in
USA. In addition, if your mix is too rich, the asphalt will take too long to cure and you 
would have to leave the road closed for too long of a time. If your mix is not right 
enough, the asphalt will not adhere and will create small rocks to be left 
everywhere...which in turn will cause cracked windshield for drivers. 

In USA, some Municipalities purchased this system as it originally looked interesting 
but quickly found out about lawsuits of drivers having cracked windshields and roads 
being closed too long. This system is quick, but the repairs just DON’T last. It’s 
inefficient and too expensive to maintain. Our Pro-Patch system uses either hot mix 
or cold mix. It’s incredibly simple to use and it’s incredibly safe and it’s a quick and 
permanent Pothole Repair.”

HDI Engineering


